
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Look out, he _____________ at us.1. (look)'s looking

It makes me wonder if we _________________ the beginning of a new
species.
2.

(not/see)
're not seeing

________________________ there for man?3. (what/you/stand/?)What are you standing

It _________________ wet that hurts you, if you keep moving while you
are wet.
4.

(not/get)
is not getting

But, as is needless to say, I _________________ a novel.5. (not/write)am not writing

But come, you have not shown me your present; and, look here, if all your
specimens ________________ upon the floor!
6.

(not/lie)are not lying

So we ____________ into politics.7. (go)'re going

I _____________ to him by the same mail.8. (write)am writing

I _____________________, for she was as good to me as she knew how
to be.
9.

(not/complain)
am not complaining

Never fear, I _______________.10. (not/go)'m not going

The wind _____________ it this way.11. (drive)is driving

Can't you see what I ___________ through?12. (go)am going

The English officers ________________ straight back to their ship; not
likely before a late hour of the night.
13.

(not/go)
are not going

The winds are not howling now, the snow _________________.14. (not/fall)is not falling

We __________________ this subject from the economic standpoint.15.
(consider)

are considering

It ____________________ your coat that makes you warm, but the coat
after it is on.
16.

(not/put on)
is not putting on
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We __________________ for you now.17. (not/wait)'re not waiting

She _________________ a compliment; far from it, she really wants to
know, and is waiting for the truth.
18.

(not/seek)
is not seeking

I __________________ generally: do you know any special reason-one
that may make trouble for both of you?
19.

(not/speak)
am not speaking

The child knows perfectly well that the teacher and all his fellow pupils
have exactly the same facts and ideas before them that he has; he
________________ them anything at all.

20.

(not/give)is not giving
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